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HYBRID PACKET AND CIRCUIT DATA NETWORKS:
DESIGN AND OPERATION ISSUES

Mario Gerla
Department of Computer Science

University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

ABSTRACT

Experience with packet switching during the past decade has shown that the packet
technology is very cost effective for bursty communications between computers and
terminals. However, for applications characterized by a steady instead of bursty flow of
information (e.g., file transfer, digitized speech, facsimile), it has been established that
pure packet protocols are often inadequate because of the unnecessarily high line overhead
and the high delay fluctuations between consecutive packets [1]. For such applications, a
circuit switching approach (either physical or virtual) appears more advantageous [1],[2].
In the physical circuit approach, bandwidth is dedicated to a connection for the entire
duration of the session; while in the virtual circuit approach the path is fixed at the
beginning of the session and some expected bandwidth is guaranteed, in a statistical sense,
along the path (but no physical bandwidth is assigned).

In large systems comprising both bursty traffic and real-time, steady flow applications, the
hybrid network scheme combining both packet and circuit switching technology (i.e.,
hybrid switches and time division multiplexed trunks) presents itself as the most
advantageous solution. In fact, several hybrid schemes have been proposed, and some
hybrid network systems are now offered commercially [1],[2].

The design and the operation of hybrid networks present some critical issues which do not
exist in the context of pure packet or circuit networks. During the design phase, for
example, one must partition trunk capacity between the packet and the circuit switched
traffic components so that the respective performance constraints are satisfied at minimum
cost. After network implementation, one must control the network with appropriate
routing, bandwidth allocation and flow control procedures so that network resources are
efficiently and fairly utilized by both packet and circuit users.

In the verbal presentation, we will first review the critical issues in the design and
operation of hybrid networks. We will then discuss in some detail an adaptive “hybrid”
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routing procedure suitable for both packet and circuit modes of operations. Some
numerical examples will be presented to illustrate the main properties of the hybrid routing
algorithm.
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